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1. THE FORWARD BOLTZMANN EQUATION 
1.1. Propagation of 4He and its Secondaries Through Bulk Matter 
The forward time-independent Boltzmann equation for the propagation of 4He and its secon- 
daries through bulk matter is given, in the straightforward approximation [1] by 
[~x - ~J O~ S(E) + aj(E)] Cj(x,E) = ~ fo°° fjk(E,E')¢k(x,E') dE ', (i) 
where t9 denotes the range-scaling parameter equal to Z~/Aj, Z is the charge, and A is the mass 
number. In equation (1), S(E) is the proton-stopping power, a(E) is the total cross section, 
Cj(x, E) is the differential f ux spectrum of type j ions, and fjk(E,E') is a differential energy 
cross section for redistribution of particle type and energy. 
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Using the following definitions: 
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~o E dE' 
r = S(E')' (2) 
@~'(x, r) = S(E)¢¢(x, E), (3) 
~k(r ,  r') -~ S(E)fjk(E, E'), (4) 
Wilson [2-5] and Cucinotta [1,6-10] demonstrate hat equation (1) may be reexpressed as follows: 
~x -- ~J~rr +crj(r) ~j(x,r)  = E ~k(r,r')~k(x,r')dr'. (5a) 
k v 
Wilson et al. [8,9] have solved equation (5a), yielding 
%(x,  = exp x)l j(0, + 
+ E exp [-¢j (r, x)]~k(r + vjz, r')~k(x -- z, r') dr' dz, 
k (55) 
Cj( ,t) -- +  jt') dt', 
where the exponential exp [-~'j (r, x)] is an integrating factor. Wilson, Jones, Maiden and Gold- 
hagen [11] point out that the total cross section a s (E) with the medium for each particle type of 
energy E may be expanded as 
aj(E) = ag,,t(E) + ai,~t(E)+ ai,r(E), (5c) 
where the first term refers to collision with atomic electrons, the second term is for elastic nuclear 
scattering, and the third term describes nuclear reactions. They point out that the microscopic 
cross sections for most particles are ordered as given in Table 1 below. 
Table 1. See [11]. 
Cross Section Cross Section Value Average Energy Transfer 
crj,at (E) 10-16 cm 2 AEat 102 eV 
o'j,et (E) 10-19 cm 2 AEat 106 eV 
aj,r (E) 10- 24 cm 2 AEat 10 s eV 
Given the complex geometries of the shuttle craft, equation (5a) must be solved numerically. 
2. NUMERICAL  SOLUTION OF  THE 
FORWARD BOLTZMANN EQUATION 
2.1. Adomian's Decomposition Method 
Following Adomian's construction [12,13], we reexpress equation (5a) as 
Lxff2j(x,r)-vj ~j(x,r)+c~j(r) ~(x,r) = E ~k(r,r')~k(x,r')dr', (6) 
k 
where Lx is defined as o .  Multiplying of equation (6) through by L~ t, we obtain 
L ;1L~(x ,  r) - L;lu~ O ~(x ,  r) + L ; I~  (r)~(x, r) 
= L21 ~k(r, r')@k(x, r') dr'. (7) 
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Observing that L~ -~ = ]o ( ' )dx ' ,  equation (7) may be reexpressed as follows: 
--1 0 r) + L;~aj(r)q2(x,r) [~(x , r )  - ~j(O,r)] - L~ ~,j-~rk53(x, 
]2 = L; ~ ~ 5~(~, ~')~(x, ~') J .  
k 
(8) 
Rearranging equation (8), we may express q j  (x, r) as follows: 
~j(x,r) = q2j(O,r) + L-~hg~rq'J(x,r ) - L-~laj(r)~(x,r) 
+ L-~ 1 k(r, r')q2k(x, r') dr'. 
k r 
(9) 
Assume that kOj (x, r) is expressible in the form 
cJ(x,~) Z (m) = ~j  (z , r ) ,  
rn=0 
(10) 
then we may express equation (10) as follows: 
1 F5 ] %(x,~) = %(o,~) + Lx% ° ~F)(x,r) - L ;%(r )  ~F)(x,~) 
L =0 J Lm=O (11) 
Assuming all of the appropriate continuity arguments, we may reexpress equation (11) as follows: 
oc 
O---L-l~Cm)(x'r)- E aJ(r)L-~lkO~ m>(x'r) %(x,T)  = %(o ,~)  + VJ or x , 
m=O m=O 
-[-~O~k ~r°°L'k(r, IJ)L21TkT~m)(x, fl) d7 J, 
(12) 




- E aJ(r)L-~lk~ m)(x'r) + E fjk(r,r')L;l~.°)(x,r ') dr' 
m=l  k 
+ 21~ fccf3k(r,r')L;l~m)(x,r')dr '. 
(13) 
We already know that ~0)  (x, r) is a prespecified function. In point of fact, it is exactly qQ (0, r) 
for all values of j = 1, 2 , . . . .  We also know that, by definition, ~j(O,r) is not a function of x. 
Hence, we may express L ;  1 ~0)(x ,  r) as follows: 
/o ~ /o x ~J°)(x,r) = L~-l~j(0, r) = qJj(O,r)d~ = ~j(0, r) d~ ---- ~j(0,  r)x. (14) 
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Substituting equation (14) into equation (13) yields 
m=l  
-t- E ir°°fJk(r'r')k~J(O'r') xdr'-I- f i  E f °°~k(r'r')L-~l [q2~ m)(x'r')] dr'. 
k m=l  k J r  
Grouping all of the x terms together, we may express ~j (x, r) as follows: 
k~j(x,r)=k~j(O,r)+x uj k~j(O,r)--aj(r)q~j(O,r)+ E fjk(r,r')~j(O,r')dr' 
k 
oo oo 
+ E v or z J ' ' - E aj(r)L-~lgJ m)(x'r) 
m=l  m=l  
+ E E 5k(T,r')L;'~?~(x,r')dr'. 
m=l  k 
From equation (16), we observe that 
• (°)(x, r) = q,j(0, r), 
+~ fj~(~,¢)%(o,¢)~¢ , 
k 
from which we may construct the following recursion relationship: 
+ ~ 5~(~, "-'''(m)J~; (x,¢) ee. 
k 
Making use of equation (18) and our results in equation (17), we construct 9~2)(x, r), 
ff2J.2)(x,r)=UJ~rL;l [Vj~rffY,(O,r)--aj(r)~j(O,r)+ ~k L°°~#c(r,r')qYj(O,r')dr'] x 
[o /: 1 -o~(r)L; -1 ~j %(0 ,~) -~ j ( r )~; (0 ,~)+~ ~-~(~,¢)~j(0,¢)d¢-~ 1! 
k 
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Performing the necessary integrations in equation (19), we see that ~2)(x, r) becomes 






Higher-order terms ~m)(X, r), m _> 3 may be recursively generated from the lower-order terms 
presented. 
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